 Alumni

Stay Connected

Welcome Microbiology & Immunology Alumni!

Get in touch & Stay in touch? regardless of when you graduated, we hope that you will stay involved and get engaged!

Keep in Touch

Receive MICB e-newsletter: Sent out annually, this departmental newsletter keeps you updated on departmental research and news.

Update your contact information, let us know what you are doing and anything else we can share with your fellow Microbiology and Immunology students.

Share Your Experience

Submit an alumni profile.

Attend a career night, mentor a trainee, recruit student & postdocs.

Please contact:

Dr. Parvin Bolourani, parvin@mail.ubc.ca [1]

MICB Alumni Engagement Coordinator

Thank you!

M&I Newsletters

M&I Newsletter May 2010 [2]

M&I Newsletter May 2011 [3]


M&I Newsletter May 2013 [5]